
Block & Inline Elements
Every tag in HTML can classified as a block or inline 
element.
> Block elements always start on a new line 
   (Paragraph, List items, Blockquotes, Tables)

> Inline elements do not start a new line, but exist in  
   whatever line they are in (bold, italic, strong, emphasis) 

> Images are inline elements

> It is important to understand what elements are inline or 
   block by default to know how they will typically behave 
   in a layout

> The default behavior of an element can be changed 
through CSS styles



Grouping Elements

You create layouts in HTML by nesting elements 
within grouping elements and applying styling to 
individual elements and groups to control the 
appearance of you content.

> The DIV tag creates a block element that serves as a 
container for other elements

> The SPAN tag creates an inline element that serves as 
a container for content within a line to facilitate styling

> These are two very important tools in designing web 
layouts



DIV Example

<div id="header">
           <img src="images/logo.gif" alt="Anish Kapoor" />   
           <ul>

<li><a href="index.html">Home</a></li>
<li><a href="biography.html">Biography</a></li> 
<li><a href="works.html">Works</a></li>
<li><a href="contact.html">Contact</a></li>

            </ul>
</div>

<!-- end of header -->



SPAN Example

<p>Anish Kapoor won the Turner Prize in 1991 and 
exhibited at the <span class="gallery">Tate Modern</
span> gallery in London in 2003.</p>



CSS, or Cascading Style Sheets, is a presentation 
language created to style the appearance of content—
using, for example, fonts or colors.

The two languages—HTML and CSS—are independent 
of one another and should remain that way

CSS should not be written inside of an HTML document 
and vice versa. 

As a rule, HTML will always represent content, and 
CSS will always represent the appearance of that 
content.

What is CSS?



HTML CSS



HTML with css attached



CSS Declarations

css comprises straightforward declarations, such as: 

h1 {color: red;}

this means: “h1 elements should be colored red.”



Another example:

h1 {color: red; background: #CCCCCC; font-size: 16px;}

this means: “h1 elements should be colored red, their 
backgrounds should be light gray, and the size of the 
text should be 16 pixels.”

When this style is applied to an HTML document, it 
looks like this:

heading 1



CSS Terminology

A CSS rule looks like this:

A list of css rules is what makes up a stylesheet.



Element (simple) selectors
A selector that applies to a type of element. 

elements are the standard HTML tags, 
such as p (paragraph), h1 (heading 1), img (image) and div.

elements have default formatting. 
For example, all a (link) elements are colored blue by default. However, this default 
formatting can be customized using css rules:

a { color:#000000;}

—now all “a” elements will be colored black, overriding 
the standard blue



Working with Selectors

Selectors, as previously mentioned, indicate which 
HTML elements are being styled. 

It is important to fully understand how to use selectors 
and how they can be leveraged. 

The first step is to become familiar with the different 
types of selectors. 

We’ll start with the most common selectors: 
class, and ID selectors.



Class Selectors

Class selectors allow us to select an element based on 
the element’s class attribute value. 
Class selectors select a particular group of elements 
rather than all elements of one type.

Class selectors allow us to apply the same styles to 
different elements at once by using the same class 
attribute value across multiple elements. 

class selectors can be used to select any element that 
has a class attribute. 
For example, if you want to target the first paragraph and first list items on a page to 
make them stand out, you could mark up the page in the following way:



Class



ID Selectors

ID selectors are even more precise than class selectors, 
as they target only one unique element at a time. 

Just as class selectors use an element’s class attribute 
value as the selector, ID selectors use an element’s id 
attribute value as a selector.

Regardless of which type of element they appear on, id 
attribute values can only be used once per page.



ID



Let's dress up our HTML!



Box Model
According to the box model concept, every 
element on a page is a rectangular box 
and may have width, height, padding, 
borders, and margins.

The core of the box is defined by the width and height of an element, 
which may be determined by the display property, by the contents of 
the element, or by specified width and height properties. 

Padding and then border expand the dimensions of the box outward 
from the element’s width and height. 

Lastly, any margin we have specified will follow the border.



div {
      height: 100px;
 width: 400px; 
      padding: 20px;   
 border: 6px solid #949599;
   margin: 20px;

  
}

Width: 492px = 20px + 6px + 20px + 400px + 20px + 6px + 20px
Height: 192px = 20px + 6px + 20px + 100px + 20px + 6px + 20px



Let's Inspect some websites!



Positioning with Floats
One way to position elements on a page is with the float property. 

All other elements on the page will then flow around the 
floated element. 

An <img> element floated to the side of a few paragraphs of text, for 
example, will allow the paragraphs to wrap around the image as 
necessary.

The two most popular values are left and right, which allow 
elements to be floated to the left or right of their parent element.



 section {
  float: left;
  width: 63%;
}
aside {
  float: right;
  width: 30%;
}





Clearing Floats

Clearing floats is accomplished using the clear property, 
which accepts a few different values: the most commonly 
used values being left, right, and both.

The left value will clear left floats, while the right value 
will clear right floats. The both value, however, will clear 
both left and right floats and is often the most ideal value.



STudy on W3School.



touch base on 
Responsive design

These days it is hard to find 
someone who doesn’t own 
a mobile device, or multiple, 
connected to the Internet. In 
the UK there are more mobile 
phones than people, and 
should trends continue mobile 
Internet usage will surpass 
that of desktop Internet usage 
within the year.




